Building Community Capacity
One Cup of Coffee at a Time
Mental Well-Being and Resilience Learning Community: June 29, 2021

More Resilient Minnesota
Collaboratively Honoring & Healing Communities
Phase 4: Community Resilience Initiatives
First Round of Community Resilience Initiatives funded by DHS Micro Grants

Beltrami Area Service Collaborative
Develop 100 Cups of Coffee presentation messaging, community engagement & coordination of
presentations, & planning for expansion for Resiliency Team membership

Itasca County Family Services Collaborative
Provide school & community providers with tools & training to promote resiliency for young people & support
their social learning & coping skills
Robbinsdale Area Redesign Family Service Collaborative
Host free “Community Reads” event with discussion on inclusion, resiliency & bullying response planning plus
engage youth in social marketing for More Resilient Robbinsdale
Stevens County Family Services Collaborative
Create comprehensive, bilingual web page of services & supports to become a communications hub for
Stevens County

More Resilient Minnesota
Collaboratively Honoring & Healing Communities
Infographic

100 Cups of Coffee Tool and Process

100 Cups of Coffee
What?

Why?

 Process for gathering one-on-one
input from community stakeholders

 Reach those who may not attend a
meeting, town hall, or listening
session

 Free tools to customize for your
local efforts
 Step-by-step instructions

 Allows for more intimate, detailed
discussions

 Helps build relationships
 Elevates community voices and
expands leadership

Customizable tool
 Instructions
 Cover sheet: interviewer, interviewee, sector, familiarity with
ACEs, interest in follow-up

 Introduction: describe your local initiative and how the data will
be used
 Interview questions: community strengths and challenges,
recommendations
 Reflection questions: common themes, surprises

Process
Interviewer(s)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Become familiar with the tool
Schedule interviews
Describe initiative and purpose
Conduct interview
Thank interviewee
Reflect on interview

Evaluator
• Receive interview forms
• Analyze data
• Create summary report

Follow-up
contact
person

•
•
•
•

Receive cover sheets
Create contact list
Follow-up on interests
Contact recommended
interviewees
• Share summary report

Sample open-ended questions
 What does your community do well?
 What values are important to your community?
 What significant challenges does your community face?

 What could be done to make a difference for your family? For
your community?
 How would you like to be involved in the initiative?

Sample scaled questions
 In your community, how often do you…
– Help a neighbor in need/receive help
– Volunteer at community events

 To what extent do you agree or disagree…
– There are opportunities to share ideas with policy makers

– I feel a sense of belonging in my community

Considerations
 Who will analyze the qualitative data for themes?
 How will 100 Cups of Coffee participants be engaged in
Community Resilience Planning?

 Are traditional community decision-makers open to acting on the
findings?
 Be prepared to honor participating by using the data!

Using and disseminating findings
 Invite community members to help make meaning out of the data
 Invite interviewees to play a leadership role in action planning
 Use findings to inform a Community Resilience Plan

 Share along with quantitative data
 Carefully consider how findings will be framed to avoid
enhancing any community divides

 As sample size permits, break down by “community”

Lessons learned
 Number of interviewers varied
 Interviewers recruited from Collaborative, cadre of ACE trainers,
interviewees

 Interviewees: sector representatives, program participants,
service recipients, community leaders
 Customization—defining community, removing scaled/closeended items
 Incentives (coffee, lunch, gift card—if any)

Lessons learned
 Sending questions in advance may put interviewees at ease, but
may lead to “canned” responses
 Allow time to clean up and reflect on notes

 Ask about “community” in multiple ways”
 Interviewing people you know well vs. not so well
 Be prepared for difficult situations (e.g., suicidal ideation,
mandated reporting)

Robbinsdale Redesign Family Service Collaborative
100 Conversations (76, to be exact)
Redesign: Working Together for Student and Family Success.
Community Education: Building a great place to live through
experiencing educational opportunities and building relationships.

Real Lives.

Real Relationships.

Right Here.

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

Why participate in 100 Conversations?
• Gather input on community strengths and needs as well as
recommendations for building a more resilient community
• Expand annual needs assessment to include not only hard data
(child protection, children’s mental health, truancy, birth data, corrections data, etc.), but
perceptions from a broad set of community stakeholders
• Identify need for additional education and community training
around Adverse Childhood Experiences
• Invite community to be involved in resiliency work and improve
relationships between individuals and social connections within
communities

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

Interview process…

• Identify tool. Run questions past board for review,
amending, approval.
• Train interviewees in the process, confidentiality,
notetaking, and probing without guiding, timeline
for completion, how to handle potential crisis
identified, etc.
• Identify interviewees and focus on your targeted
audience (cross-sector of the community,
including demographics such as gender, seven
cities, professional, parents, socio-economics,
race.)
• Collaborative coordinator and two collaborative
board members volunteered to conduct surveys.
Board members completed 22 of the 76
interviews with 54 conducted by coordinator.

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

Timeline of Conversations…
• Few prior to COVID-19 stay at home – in
person interview
• About 2/3 during Stay-at-Home order – all via
zoom or phone interviews

• Few during stay-at-home order and after
George Floyd’s murder and subsequent riots

Due to COVID-19, many potential interviewees were
assigned to additional duties, removing their ability to
interview. Three individuals conducted 76 interviews.

Real Lives.

Real Relationships.

Right Here.

What worked well…….
•

Having multiple interviewers helps spread the interviews out and
helps build additional relationships, shared learning and a venue for
support between interviewers

•

We all have biases and while interviewing, know your biases and
understand you are seeking their input and perceptions (part of
training…not a time to convince, change attitudes, but to collect
information and existing, current climate)

•

Because of the pandemic and stay-at-home order, individuals were
hungry for participation and dialogue, making the acceptance rate for
participation high. Flexibility in interviewing process was helpful
(virtual/internet disruptions/children’s demands during interview, etc.)

•

Gained deeper understanding of resiliency within many community
stakeholders

•

Community net cast wider for shared common goals/partnerships.

Real Lives.

Real Relationships. Right Here.

Lessons Learned / Challenges
or
process ah-has…
•

Allow for 1.5 – 2 hours per interview, whether in person or
electronically ….. Includes time to clean up notes, document
reflections

•

We all have biases. While interviewing, know your biases and
understand you are seeking their input

•

Current community climate definitely seemed to influence
answers to questions (pandemic/isolation with stay-at-home
order/concern for neighbors/racial climate with George Floyd
murder

•

Be prepared to share community resources if/when needed.
Two interviewees exhibited suicidal ideations

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

Lessons learned . . . About perceptions . .
Conversations identified:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

A genuine desire to continue conversations and community building
(smaller conversations/gatherings preferred)
Increased awareness of the collaborative work
Need to expand Adverse Childhood Experiences awareness and
education
A few individuals who were totally not supportive of any social
service type supports
Obvious biases and varying forms of racism; however, most
individuals were kind and seemed unaware of the racial undertones
in statements—more work to be done here
A need to develop framework for future work that is inclusive,
respectful for all and furthers resiliency
Great desire for supporting each other and building on each other’s
strengths – great hope

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

CONNECTIONS . . .
The Conversations allowed for a deeper dive into relationship
building and discovering some hidden community assets:
•

Discovered one interviewee’s talents were under utilized. He is a
former Chicago adult/juvenile probations supervisor, trained in
restorative practices, screened youth for chemical and mental
health, and is skilled in community outreach. We will explore
ways to tap into his talents

•

Another interviewee wanted to assist in community conversations
which deepen respectful conversations around race and equity

•

A couple interviewees expressed desire to become ACE Interface
trainers and assist in community resiliency building

Real Lives. Real Relationships. Right Here

COST $$
•

TIME

•

Due to our fiscal guidelines, we could not offer stipends to any
participants

•

As an incentive to our early childhood families to participate, we
offered extra diapers and pullups to fathers and mothers for
offering their insights, experiences and perspectives.
(Extra, because we typically were already providing 50-100
diapers/pullups per child each month to families)

Real Lives.

Real Relationships. Right Here

How we used information:
Offered additional ACE Interface trainings and continue to identify
community members for train-the-trainer opportunities. Nine trainers
and close to 1,500 community members, school staff trained in NEAR
Science.
Combined 100 Conversation report with hard data pulled for annual
needs assessment for Family Service Collaborative Board of Directors –
shared report and MN Student Survey ACE data with interviewees and
community, SSI data, LGBTQ+ Interview report and housing data. Assist
collaborative with priority setting and budget allocations

Moved into next phase of Community Resiliency Plan to be reviewed
annually. With assistance from Melissa Adolphson, drafted evaluation
tool. Sought/seeking media support. Asked community to step up as
priority leaders and share within their own sectors or municipalities
Developed central access spot for resource sharing

Real Lives.

Real Relationships. Right Here

How we used information:
Worked with community partners on their own agency/organization
planning. Support their work as they identify / request (e.g. Addressing
health disparities and educational disparities: Youth educational tip
sheets to address racial bias in health care settings; fathers in early
childhood).

Pilot community project. Applied for and received DHS micro grant
$5,000. Allowed us to work with local African American author on a
Community Reads Initiative. Showcased newly published 8 th book.
Topic: Bullying. Correlated to building protective factors and positive
identity. 51% of students reported being bullied in the last month (2019
MSS).
Youth leadership: Hired two student interns (so far) to be Youth
Resiliency Ambassadors. Just starting this week. Will cross train
youth in mental health, restorative practices, reproductive health,
courageous conversations, potential community organizational job
shadowing and give them space for developing their own page on our
resiliency website. Will also serve on the collaborative board of directors.

Contact:
MELODIE HANSON, Program Director
Robbinsdale Area Redesign Family Service Collaborative
3730 Toledo Ave N
Robbinsdale, MN 55422

763-504-4981
763-291-8413 (cell)
Melodie_hanson@rdale.org
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Background: How did this project emerge?
●

Local Facilitation:
Beltrami Area Service Collaborative (BASC), Peacemaker Resources, growing list of
affiliations and individuals joining in

●

“More Resilient Minnesota” -- Statewide movement of 90 MN Collaboratives

BASC Board=
All Beltrami schools, County Board, Social Services, Dept of Corrections,
Bi-CAP, United Way, Mental Health, Community Rep, Sanford

Beltrami Area Community Conversation
SUMMER 2019
How can we support the wellbeing of the people who live here?
Resiliency Team and its mission emerged

Resiliency Team Mission

● Sharing widely the science of trauma, historical trauma,
and
resiliency and lead community conversation
about these topics
● Expanding the network of community members who will
provide input on what is needed for a healthier, more resilient
community
●

Uniting this expanded network of community members to
identify and implement strategies that will result in a
healthier, more resilient community

100 Cups of Coffee
●

Beltrami Area Resiliency Team members tailored 13 questions for our area, created training

●

Interviewers trained -- need to build trust, listen intently, communicate purpose

●

Independent evaluator compiled trends and insights

Power of the story to build connection, empathy, knowledge

100 Cups of
Coffee
100 conversations
Important to go to community members,
meet them where they are, instead of
asking them to come to us
Wealth of knowledge, generous, and
vulnerability by those willing to share.
People are using their voices… we
wanted to take the time to listen to
them

Model process

In the conversations we had...

Values and Strengths

Challenges

Gathering Input:
First 100 Cups of Coffee

Sharing and More Gathering Input:
100 Cups Report
Presentations and sharing in media
Continued Conversations

Acting, More Sharing, More Gathering
Topics that energize, warm greeting

Norms for our time together
We invite you to practice...
●
●
●
●
●
●

Listening with curiosity
Speak from your own experience
Step-up/Step-back
Free to pass
Stories stay and lessons leave (confidentiality)
Be mindful of your current role: Listening or sharing

We invite you to pass around your table until everyone has
a chance to share

Miigwech
Thank you!

Giga-waabamin Menawaa
See you again!

Gijiigijiiganeshiin
Chickadee (Gijeegijeeganesheen)

